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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 

 
1.1 PURPOSE 
 
 

This Area Structure Plan Amendment provides a framework for the immediate development 

of a  po r t i on  o f  the lands located at part of NE ¼ Sec 32-47-24 W4.  The Plan Area is 

located west of Range Road 244, and north of 53rd. Avenue.  The  site’s  proximity  to  the  Town  

of  Millet  gives  it  considerable  potential  for industrial expansion, though none is currently 

planned.  Interest for development in the study area suggests that industrial and commercial 

uses are the highest and best use of these lands. The primary purpose of this Area Structure 

Plan A m e n d m e n t  is to identify an area to be immediately developed, with a plausible 

scenario that could be pursued in the future.  One of the goals is to determine an appropriate 

mixture of improvements that is not financially burdensome to the currently proposed single-site 

development, but one which meets parameters within the County of Wetaskiwin Municipal 

Development Plan. The Area Structure Plan Amendment also considers how development will 

affect the surrounding lands, infrastructure, and also endeavors to provide an indication of what 

may be proposed, should the land owner want to subdivide the property into individual lots in the 

future. 

 
1.2 REGIONAL CONTEXT  
 
 

The proposed Pro-Pipe Holdings Ltd development, in regional context is shown on Figure 1. 

Specifically, the plan area is bounded by Township Road 475A to the south, Range Road 244 to 

the east, SE ¼ Section 5 – 48 – 24 W4 to the north, and the CP rail line and Highway 2A to the 

west.  The predominant land use of the surrounding lands to the north and east is agricultural.  

There is a residential development on the south side of Township Road 475A. 

 
1.3      POLICY CONTEXT 
 
 

The Council of the County of Wetaskiwin No. 10 requires that an Area Structure Plan be 

completed for any proposed subdivision that will create three or more parcels. The original 

conception of the property’s use was such that the original Millet Industrial Park subdivision fell 

within this requirement and resulted in an approved Area Structure Plan in June of 2009.  This 

resulted in the approval of a fairly intense density of 32 industrial lots, ranging in size from 

1.91 to 4.67 acres.  However, although the current proposal would not ordinarily require 
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an Area Structure Plan, the existing approval must be addressed.  As such, this Area 

Structure Plan A m e n d m e n t  has been prepared as per the County of Wetaskiwin’s Area 

Structure Plan Policy / Requirements.   

 

In order to cater to reasonable land use patterns that are envisioned as economically viable for 

the area, the layout in Figure 5 has been formulated as a mix of lot sizes that have been sought 

by interested parties.  The layout is comprised of a relatively low density option but provides for a 

variety of lot sizes, ranging from approximately 5 acres to just under 22 acres.  The current 

proposal for a single-site development by the proponent would occupy lot 8 in this future 

development scenario. 
 

 
 

The proposed amendment of the Millet Industrial Park Area Structure Plan by Pro-Pipe Holdings 

Ltd., meets the requirements of Section 633  of  the  Municipal  Government  Act,  which  

describes,  at  a  broad  level  of planning, the proposed sequence of development, land uses, 

overall density, and infrastructure requirements within the plan area. 

 
1.4 PROCESS 
 

 
The plan preparation process began by gathering, reviewing and analyzing all relevant 

information pertaining to future development options within, and around, the plan area.  

Secondly, a number of studies to support the ASP were conducted, including a Stormwater 

Management Study, a Traffic Impact Assessment, and Geotechnical Study. 

 
2.0      EXISTING CONDITIONS 
 

 
The boundary of the proposed Pro-Pipe Holdings development is defined by portion of NE ¼ 

Sec 32-47-24 W4.   The development site contains approximately 40.5 hectares (100 acres) 

but only approximately 35 acres is under consideration for development at this time, with up to 

two buildings being constructed on the parcel.  Currently, the plan area is predominantly 

agricultural in nature (with industrial zoning). There is an acreage residence adjacent to the 

southern portion of the plan area. A farm yard and residence are also located directly east of 

the proposal on the adjacent quarter section.  This section summarizes the existing conditions 

of the area that are significant for identifying an optimal future land use concept, and for 
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formulating appropriate Area Structure Plan policies. 

 
2.1 NATURAL FEATURES 
 
 

The topography of the subject property generally has positive drainage to the southwest.  The 

vast majority of the area has been cleared for agricultural purposes.   There are several tree 

stands located in the west part of NE ¼ Sec 32-47-24 W4, in the vicinity of the rail line, as well 

as along the northern boundary of the property.   Future development should be encouraged to 

provide opportunities for tree, shrubbery and foliage in their landscaping plans. 
 

Existing topography and environmental features are shown on Figure 2 and include: 

• The majority of the site is pasture land sloping towards the southwest. 
 
 

• There are poplar trees & bushes located in the west portion of NE ¼ Sec 32-47-

24 W4. Grading of the area will most likely result in the removal of most of these 

trees.  However, the benefits these tree stands currently offer can be mitigated 

through the construction of and planting of trees on the perimeter berm proposed 

as part of the project.  See Figures 5 and 6 for the proposed perimeter berm, to be 

located within the proposed MR. 

 
Lower elevations in the south western portion of the property provide opportunities for integration 

into the local stormwater system.  The Stormwater Management Plan, found in Appendix A, 

provides a detailed explanation of stormwater management requirements for the site.  Generally, 

the Stormwater Management Plan identifies a requirement for approximately 20,600 cubic 

metres of storage. This storage facility will utilize approximately 4.16 hectares (10.27 acres) 

of area.  The active storage area will be identified as a privately maintained stormwater 

management area. The location of the stormwater management facility is coincident with the 

existing low area of the site and is an area of limited visibility from adjacent properties.  During 

wet times of the year water can temporarily collect in this location similarly to that which is 

proposed.  However, this area will also be screened from view by the perimeter berm and the 

tree plantings along its top. 

 

Stormwater management concepts for the ASP Amendment have not changed from the originally 

approved ASP.  The project ownership acknowledges that the project may develop at some 

future date, though no suitors for such a concept are known at this time.  However, if future 
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development does occur, then disrupting stormwater management is not an attractive option to 

the project owner.  Instead, the project proponent has decided to fully construct a facility that 

could serve a fully-subdivided/developed parcel. 

 
 

2.2 EXISTING LAND USE 
 

 
The predominant land use within the area is agriculture.  The farming focuses largely on 

pastureland.  The current use of the land is agriculturally used, but industrially zoned, which is 

shown on Figure 3. 
 
 

2.3 EXISTING ZONING 
 
 

The current use of the land is agricultural, although the current zoning of the plan area under the 

County of Wetaskiwin’s Land Use Bylaw No. 95/54 is Industrial. 

 
 
 
2.4 SOILS 
 
 

The following text summarizes the relevant findings of the Geotechnical Investigation completed 

by Parkland Geotechnical Consulting Ltd., and found in Appendix B of the Area Structure Plan. 

 
 

The soil profile consists of a layer of surficial topsoil underlying about 2-4 m of sandy, silty soil 

with inter-bedded clay layers and a few coal seams overlying bedrock.  The sandy soil layer was 

mostly silty sand with some areas of sandy silt. The moisture content was between 9.7 and 28.6 

percent.   The bedrock encountered in all holes was grey weathered sandstone, and was found 

to be mostly between 3.4 and 5.0 metres below grade.   The observed groundwater levels 

ranged from dry to 1.7 m below grade. 

 
 

The  subsurface  conditions  at  the  site  are  considered  to  be  suitable  for  the proposed 

industrial development with stable silty sand in most areas of the site. 
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2.5 EXISITING TRANSPORTATION FEATURES 
 
 

Figure 4 illustrates the major features of the plan area's surrounding transportation system.  The 

system is comprised of two county roadways near the site and a highway and rail line adjacent to 

the site.  These features are described as follows: 

• Township Road 475A (53rd Avenue) is located south of the plan area and the 

acreage residence to the south.  West of Range Road 244, this road is a two-lane 

paved road.   East of Range Road 244, this road is a two-lane gravel roadway.  

Township Road 475A currently serves residents in the area as well as traffic 

accessing the Town of Millet and Highway 2A from the east.  Township Road 475A is 

not proposed to be used for access to the subject lands nor indirect access to 

Highway 2A. 
 

• A rail line and Highway 2A bounds the plan area to the west.  Highway 2A is a 

paved two-lane primary highway.  The Canadian Pacific Rail line sits between the 

plan area and Highway 2A.  No direct access to Highway 2A is proposed. 
 

• Range Road 244 bounds the plan area to the east.  This two-lane gravel roadway 

currently serves residents in the area, as well as traffic accessing the Town of Millet 

and Highway 2A from the northeast.  Subject to a Roadway Maintenance and Use 

Agreement as later described under the relevant Transportation Sections, this road 

will serve as primary access to the subject lands. 

 
• Township Road 480, directly north of the site, is currently dedicated as a road 

allowance.  Originally contemplated as the point of access for the previously approved 

ASP, this idea was abandoned when Canadian Pacific Rail indicated that they are no 

longer authorizing at-grade crossings for new roadways. 
 

 
2.6 UTILITIES 
 
 

2.6.1 Water and Sanitary Sewage 
 

 
The Town of Millet, located southwest of the proposed subdivision location, has existing 

water and sewer lines. This privilege has proven financially detrimental for small-scale 
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development.  Correspondingly, the proposed development does not mandate large amounts 

of water, nor the large-scale sanitary sewer conveyance system that is required by large-

scale development.  Instead, the proposal indicates simplistic manufacturing and storage 

uses that can operate at a high level of efficiency with a water well and “pump-and-haul” 

sanitary sewer provisions. 

 

It is recognized that offsite levies are currently required by the Town of Millet for the 

development of additional facilities and capacity improvements to accommodate developing 

lands.  This project will be subject to those levies upon their requirement to connect, which is 

concurrent with any further subdivision.  Lastly, it is mutually recognized that the required 

services necessary to service a subdivision are not guaranteed by the Town of Millet until 

such time as payment is made to the purveyor. 

 

In the proposed future subdivision (Figure 5 & 6) potable water and sanitary sewer services 

will be mandated by County of Wetaskiwin.  It is mutually understood between County staff 

and the project proponent that the current single-site development would connect to these 

services when the parent parcel is subdivided any further (the addition of one or more lots). 

 

2.6.2 Storm Water Management 
 

 
Storm water within the plan area currently drains via overland flow as well as through the road 

ditches that surround the site. Stormwater management facilities, therefore, should be located 

to take advantage of natural low areas where possible. 

 

The stormwater management facility is modeled to restrict outflows to the downstream system to 

those of the existing calculated discharges.  As a result, the restricted flows, under normal 

circumstances, will not exceed those currently discharging from the property in a given storm 

event.  Once flows leave the property they are conveyed under the rail lines in a western 

direction.  Through a meandering surface system of ditches, for a distance of approximately 800 

metres, storm flows from the property currently discharge to Pipestone Creek. 
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2.6.3   Major Utility Facilities 
 

 
Power connection for the development will be provided through FORTIS. FORTIS has power 

lines in the area that serve the Town of Millet as well as rural residents. 

 
2.7 PUBLIC INPUT 
 
 

A public open house was held on Tuesday, January 20th, 2015 in the Hugo Witt Room of the 

Millet Agriplex, where members of the community had the opportunity to voice questions and 

concerns relating to the proposed development. Approximately 20 people attended the meeting. 

The questions raised at the open house are summarized below. 

 

Question: What is the proposed alignment for water/sewer? 

Response: During this initial phase, the proposed development will operate using a water well 

and “pump-and-haul” sanitary sewer provisions. Permanent infrastructure would be installed at a 

later date when the remaining lots are subdivided. The alignment for these services would be 

designed at that time. 

 

Question: Is there a stormwater management pond to manage water? 

Response: Yes, the southwest corner of the parcel has been designated as a 4.16ha stormwater 

management pond. 

 

Question: Where would stormwater from the pond be released to? 

Response: The pond would be released at a controlled rate to the west through the existing 

drainage channels that cross Highway 2A. 

 

Question: Has Alberta Environment approved the stormwater management plan? 

Response: The stormwater management plan has not been submitted to Alberta Environment 

yet, but would be submitted during the detailed design phase and prior to construction. The pond 

would be designed in accordance with the relevant Alberta Environment standards. 

 

Question: Will the stormwater in the pond seep through into the ground? 

Response: No, the pond would be designed and built to contain the stormwater until it 

discharges through the outlet and constructed to minimize for seepage into the ground. 
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Question: Is there a requirement to install a Stormceptor? 

Response: Not for this stage of the development. The stormwater management pond has been 

anticipated to be a wet pond, which will function similarly and help settle out suspended solids in 

the stormwater. It is possible that some of the individual lots within the subdivision will require the 

installation of an oil/grit separator depending on their intended uses.  

 

Question: At what stage would off-site levies be collected? 

Response: Off-site levies would be collected when the remaining lots are subdivided. 

 

Question: How would traffic get into the subdivision? 

Response: Access from Highway 2A will be gained to Range Road 244 from Township Road 

475/45th Avenue. The future subdivision will be accessed from a single industrial access from 

Range Road 244 via a fully constructed public roadway, built to County of Wetaskiwin standards. 

 

Question: Will there be a second access to the subdivision via Township Road 475A? 

Response: Township Road 475A is not proposed to be used for access to the subject lands nor 

indirect access to Highway 2A. 

 

Question: What does Pro-Pipe do? Where is the current office located? 

Response: Pro-Pipe is a pipe threading/casing operation with facilities currently located in Nisku, 

AB. 

 

Question: Will the perimeter berm be built before buildings are constructed? 

Response: The perimeter berm will be built during the grading of the site, in preparation for the 

building construction. 

 

Question: Will light pollution be an issue? 

Response: It is not expected that light pollution will be an issue. The proposed facility will not 

have any permanent yard lighting that will remain on outside of normal business hours. If lighting 

is ever required for brief periods in the evening hours, a temporary light will be set up and then 

turned off immediately following the completion of the work.  
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Question: How many employees does Pro-Pipe currently employ? 

Response: Approximately 25. 

 

Question: What sort of power service will be required? 

Response: The power service requirements would be determined during the building design, but 

the service is anticipated to be from existing Fortis facilities. 

 

Question: What grading has been done on site so far? What stage is this at? 

Response: Preliminary stripping and grading was begun on the area designated as the 

stormwater management pond, but any further work has been deferred until the results of the 

open house and council meeting are known.  

 

Question: Will Highway 616 be utilized for access? If so, will it be upgraded in the future? 

Response: Highway 616 is not included in the proposed access plan for the subdivision. 

 

Question: How much additional traffic is anticipated? 

Response: Other than employees accessing the site, approximately 2 or 3 deliveries would be 

anticipated daily. 

 

Question: Is there a reason that Highway 2A was selected for the access route instead of 

Highway 616? 

Response: Due to the place of origin of most of the anticipated deliveries to the proposed facility, 

Highway 2A would be the most direct route to the site. 

 

Question: Did Alberta Transportation have comments regarding the proposed access route? 

Response: Other than indicating that Township Road 480 will not be available for Highway 2A 

access, no other comments were received. 

 

Question: How long will it take to develop the initial 20 acre parcel? 

Response: Ideally, the initial parcel would be developed in 2015. 

 

Question: What will the site look like? 

Response: The proposed lot will have two buildings and a laydown yard for pipe storage. A 
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landscaped berm will encompass the yard area. 

 

Question: Does the Town of Millet have concerns regarding additional traffic on Highway 

2A/Township Road 475A? 

Response: No concerns have been raised by the Town. 

 

 
2.8 IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE LAND USE 
 
 

Significant implications in regard to opportunities and constraints to future land use and  

development  in  the  plan  area  result  from  the  area's  existing  conditions, relevant plans and 

policies, and the public input obtained through the communications process.  The most 

significant implications are as follows: 

 

2.8.1 Natural Features Implications 
 
 

• The natural slope towards the southwest on the property provides opportunity for 

maintaining the natural drainage course onsite. 

 
• Existing tree stands will need to be removed in the process of site preparation and 

grading. 

 
2.8.2 Existing Land Use and Zoning Implications 
 
 

• Although most of the plan area is considered above average agricultural land, 

development pressures and general public input suggest that support exists for 

oilfield/agricultural industrial servicing uses. The public recognizes that the proximity of 

the area to the Town of Millet and Highway 2A, and the resultant increases in land 

values have reduced the viability of conventional extensive agricultural operations.  

Municipal Development Plan policies support the use of better lands for non- farming 

purposes in locations close to urban areas and highways. 

 
• The proposed land use pattern provides a basis for providing industrial uses to the 

plan area. 
 

• Currently, only the Municipal Development Plan provides direction for this area. 
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Development of the identified property could open the opportunity for adjacent 

properties to also develop. 
 
 

2.8.3 Natural Resource Implications 
 
 

• No significant development constraints result from the existing natural resources and 

related features that are contained within the proposed development area. 

 
• There  are  no  gas  or  oil  wells  in  the  immediate  vicinity  of  the development 

site. 
 

 
 

2.8.4 Transportation Implications 
 
 

• Highway 2A provides high quality visibility for business development purposes on 

the west side of the project site. There are no proposed subdivision accesses off of 

Highway 2A. 
 

• There is an existing rail line along the west side of the plan area. 
 

• Township Road 480 to the north of the site is currently dedicated as a road 

allowance.   
 

• This development will have a single industrial access to Range Road 244. 

• Alberta Transportation has mandated that Township Road 475A not be utilized as an 

access to Range Road 244 from Highway 2A.  Instead, access from Highway 2A will be 

gained to Range Road 244 from Township Road 475/45th Avenue. 

• A new public road intended to serve the entire project will be constructed at the time of 

subdivision.  This road will comply with County of Wetaskiwin standards in width, length, 

turnaround dimensions, and surfacing requirements. 
 
 

2.8.5 Utilities Implications 
 
 

• The proposed Pro-Pipe Holdings Industrial Development has no gas lines running 

through it; however there is a gas line ROW running across the northern border of the 

plan area. 
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• The Town of Millet, located southwest of the plan area, has existing water and 

sewer lines.  This provides the opportunity for possible future connection of higher 

levels of development in the area to water and sewer lines to the Town of Millet’s 

existing infrastructure. 

 

• Upon the initiation of a more intense development scenario where uses mandate the 

extension of municipal sewer and water lines, the County and proponent have mutually 

agreed that appropriate utility extensions will be made and the proposed single-site 

development would connect to municipal services at that time. 

 It is recognized that offsite levies are currently required by the Town of Millet for the 

development of additional facilities and capacity improvements to accommodate 

developing lands.  This project will be subject to those levies upon their requirement to 

connect, which is concurrent with any further subdivision.  Lastly, it is mutually 

recognized that the required services necessary to service a subdivision are not 

guaranteed by the Town of Millet until such time as payment is made to the purveyor. 

 

2.8.6 Implications of Relevant Plans and Policies 
 
 

   Wetaskiwin County uses their Land Use Bylaw (County of Wetaskiwin Bylaw No. 95/54) and 

their Municipal Development Plan (County of Wetaskiwin Bylaw No. 2005/27) as two planning 

tools for making decisions on development permits, rezoning applications, and business 

approvals. 

 
2.8.7 Walkway Access 
 
 

The developer plans no pedestrian facilities, given the limited and light industrial nature of the 

development proposal in a rural setting. 

 

 
 
3.0      FUTURE LAND USE 
 
 

The Future Land Use Concept proposed for the proposed Pro-Pipe Holdings Industrial 

development is shown on Figures 5 & 6.  The development is currently planned for a maximum 

of two buildings on not more than 35 acres (14.1 hectares). 
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2.8. As a result, the plan reflects the findings of the review of all relevant background 

information.  Specifically, the concept responds to the following critical factors: 

• Wetaskiwin County's existing statutory plans, with particular emphasis on the 

Municipal Development Plan; 

• Existing conditions such as natural features, current land uses, utility right of 

ways, parcel boundaries, and development proposals, which result both in 

opportunities and constraints for future land use; 

• Existing and proposed transportation features; 
 

• The recognition that, at sometime in the future, water and sanitary service could 

be provided through the Town of Millet to greater levels of development; 
 

The foregoing factors are reflected in the Plan objectives. 
 

3.1 AREA STRUCTURE PLAN OBJECTIVES 
 
 

The Future Land Use Concept reflects the following key objectives of the proposed 
 

Pro-Pipe Holdings Industrial Development Area Structure Plan Amendment: 
 

• To provide the opportunity to fully realize the development potential of the plan area if 

further, higher-intensity development occurs in the future, under an enhanced 

amendment to an approved ASP. 
 

•  To protect the integrity of all highways and associated intersections affected by the Pro-

Pipe Holdings Industrial Development, to the satisfaction of Alberta Infrastructure and 

Transportation, while still recognizing the opportunities these features provide for 

development purposes.   

 

•  The Developer will work with Wetaskiwin County t o  determine appropriate upgrades 

to Range Road 244.  Two different levels of upgrade will occur on Range Road 244:  

the initial single-site development, and the ultimate subdivision.   

 Single-Site Development:  Range Road 244 will be maintained in 

accordance with a Roadway Maintenance Agreement with County of 

Wetaskiwin . 

  Ultimate Subdivision:  Range Road 244, unless already improved by other 

developing properties in the area, will be brought to a full  paved standard 

in keeping with County of Wetaskiwin requirements. 
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• The Developer will work with the Town of Millet, County of Wetaskiwin and Alberta 

Transportation to facilitate and/or directly provide an equitable, reasonable upgrade 

mandated by the County due to the impact of the development.   
 

• To protect significant environmental features in their natural state, to the extent 

possible. 
 

• To utilize significant environmental features for landscaping and storm water 

management. 
 

• To minimize future land use conflicts by promoting a compatible land use pattern, 

and by applying effective screening, feature landscaping, and buffer techniques, or an 

appropriate combination thereof. 
 

• To recognize the physical capacity of the plan area to sustain development based on 

the understanding that municipal water and sanitary sewer can be provided by the Town 

of Millet in the future. 
 

• To promote Industrial uses which meet the policy criteria of the Municipal 
 

 Development Plan and Land Use Bylaws & Policies in terms of the 

types of such uses which are best suitedto the County, while recognizing 

that certain uses are better suited to the highlyvisible portions of the plan 

area than others. 
 

• To encourage the development and application of design, landscaping and signage 

guidelines to enhance the visual qualities of industrial development. 
 

• To provide a flexible lot layout, which can be modified during design to suit the clients’ 

needs. 

• To participate in the provision of municipal water and sanitary services to the proposed 

subdivision. 

• Costs incurred for future upgrades to the road or servicing will be subject to recovery of 

prorated costs from any future benefitting developer. 
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3.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE FUTURE LAND USE CONCEPT 
 
 

The land use category is proposed by the concept shown on Figure 6.  This use is described 

below in the context of the overall concept. 

 
3.2.1 Industrial District 
 

 
The Pro-Pipe Holdings Industrial Development is a single-user development, which is limited in 

scope.  Regardless, any future development, under future ASP’s would take the following 

considerations into account. 
 

Factors considered in designating the lands for industrial uses include: 
 

• Future compatibility  with  the  Wetaskiwin  Municipal  Development Plan. 
 

• The shared use of transportation infrastructure encouraging compatible development on 

neighboring land areas. 

 

Although it is recognized that the lands proposed for industrial use are rated as better 

agricultural land, the Municipal Development Plan allows for the conversion of such land to 

non-farming activities for industrial and commercial expansion next to major transportation 

corridors or populated areas. 
 

For the purposes of this Area Structure Plan Amendment, and in response to relevant 

Municipal Development Plan policies, industrial means those industrial facilities  best  suited  to  

locate  in  the  County,  near  major  highways. Examples of use types include; extensive agri-

based uses (service and supply) requiring large lots, non-noxious value added agriculture and 

food processing; food supply facility, natural resource service operations; manufacturing, 

transportation, warehousing and distribution establishments and small service rental businesses. 
 

Although the proximity to the Town of Millet and Highway 2A provide a high quality of exposure 

and visibility to future developments, this same visibility also creates a challenge to ensure that 

development is visually attractive. Due to the fact that some users may be backing onto the 

acreage residence to the south,  proper   landscaped  buffering,  combined  with  common 

standards for signage, building facades, fencing and storage are required. The Site Development 

Guidelines (referred to in Section 4.4) outline the landscaping, signage, and building architectural 

requirements. 
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3.3 FUTURE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
 
 

To service the proposed Pro-Pipe Holdings Industrial Development, a single industrial access 

has been proposed (see Figure 5).  This layout has been chosen for conceptual purposes only. 
 

The  future subdivision  will  be  accessed  from  a single industrial access from Range Road 

244 via a fully constructed public roadway, built to County of Wetaskiwin standards.     
 

After required construction and dedication of a public road plan through the subdivision by the 

Developer and acceptance by the County, the required access routes for the proposed 

development will be owned and maintained by the County of Wetaskiwin. Any roads required to 

facilitate private development will be constructed and paid for by the Developer.   If signage is 

identified to be a requirement, the signage  and installation costs  would  be the responsibility of 

the Developer.  

 
Traffic Impact Assessment 
 
A.D. Williams Engineering Inc. completed a Traffic Impact Assessment for the previously 

proposed Millet Industrial Park (Appendix B).  Under this Amended Area Structure Plan, 

the identified intersection improvements remain unless a diminished level of development 

warrants a re-evaluation of transportation impacts with an amended Traffic Impact 

Assessment.   

 

Access to Highway 2A will be via Range Road 244 and 45th Avenue (within the Town of 

Millet) to the south.  Highway 2A will also need to be twinned when traffic volumes reach 

9300 vehicles per day, which is projected to occur in the year 2020.  For further 

information regarding Traffic Impact Assessment please refer to Appendix B. 
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3.4 FUTURE UTILITY SYSTEMS 

 
 

Although the current Pro-Pipe Holdings Industrial Development does not require such servicing, 

future development in the plan area will rely on the Town of Millet’s water and sanitary system for 

service. At a time when further development on the Pro-Pipe property or other properties 

mandates the extension of potable water and sanitary sewer, it is recognized that these 

services will hold the consequence of offsite levies.  While the initiating party will initially be 

responsible for this work and expense, it is recognized that recovery contracts, as allowed by 

bylaw can be implemented to recover the initial expense of the improvement from benefitting 

parties.  When the necessary services are extended as a result of the property further 

developing, it is mutually understood that the existing development will be mandated to 

connect within a reasonable period of time, and pay related offsite levies or contribution fees. 

The requirement for connection to utility services will be triggered by further development of 

the Pro-Pipe property beyond the initial phase of development or subdivision of the property. 

 

It is recognized that offsite levies are currently required by the Town of Millet for the 

development of additional facilities and capacity improvements to accommodate developing 

lands.  This project will be subject to those levies upon their requirement to connect, which is 

concurrent with any further subdivision.  Lastly, it is mutually recognized that the required 

services necessary to service a subdivision are not guaranteed by the Town of Millet until 

such time as payment is made to the purveyor. 
 

According to the Storm Water Management Plan found in Appendix A, drainage for  the  

development  will  be  accomplished  via  roadway  ditches  and  drainage swales.  To  ensure  

that  run-off  is  maintained  at  pre-development  rates,  one stormwater management facility of 

approximately 20,600 cubic meters is required (which can accommodate the fully developed 

subdivision). 

 
 

4.0      AREA STRUCTURE PLAN POLICIES 
 
 

The policies previously listed in the original Millet Industrial Park ASP are unique to that 

development scenario and would be implemented if subdivision occurred in the future.  The Pro-

Pipe Holdings Industrial Development proposes no subdivision, nor large-scale development.  

This Amendment is to essentially amend the previous ASP so that the proposal can be 
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evaluated on its own merits including Site Development Guidelines specific to this 

development.   

 

4.1 TRANSPORTATION POLICIES 
 
 

• All roads and approaches shall be constructed to County of Wetaskiwin 
standards. 

 
 

• Required road improvements to any existing roads shall be coordinated and be 

commensurate with the level of development to mitigate impacts. 

 
• The Developer will work with Wetaskiwin County to determine appropriate roadway 

upgrades for the Pro-Pipe Holdings Industrial Development.  The cost for these 

improvements shall be the responsibility of the developer. 

 
• During the initial phase of development, the Developer will enter into a Roadway 

Maintenance Agreement with conditions as follows: 

 
1. The Developer shall enter into a Roadway Maintenance and Use 

Agreement with the County of Wetaskiwin for the maintenance of Range 

Road 244 from Township Road 480 to the paved Township Road 475 as 

shown in Figure 7. 

2. This Agreement will allow the Developer to utilize the roadway to 100% 

legal load limits at all times, during which the County of Wetaskiwin shall 

undertake all maintenance of the roadway, including the addition of 

gravel as required, grading and dust applications to a standard of similar 

roadways within the County. 

3. In consideration of the above roadway load limit exemption and the 

potential of increased maintenance requirements, the Developer shall 

reimburse the County of Wetaskiwin in the amount of $ 15,000 per 

annum, plus applicable GST. This amount shall be paid on an annual 

basis, and becomes due on January 1 of the applicable year, 

commencing the year following execution of the Development 

Agreement, or use of the Range Road 244 by the developer Pro-Pipe or 
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its contractors in the process of the development of the site, whichever 

comes sooner. 

4. The above-mentioned Roadway Maintenance and Use Agreement shall 

only be valid during the period during which only the activities of Pro-

Pipe Service & Sales Ltd. or their successors and assigns occupy and 

utilize the lands (identified as NE ¼-32-47-24-W4M). Any further 

development, additional business subdivision, or conditions of 

subdivision, leasing, sub-letting or sale of the property shall trigger a 

requirement to upgrade the above-noted portion of the Range Road to a 

pre-pavement or paved standard as prescribed in the County of 

Wetaskiwin Design Guidelines and Construction Standards at the time 

the change occurs in usage or anticipated usage of the property. 

 
4.2 UTILITIES POLICIES 
 
 

1. All development under the Pro-Pipe Holdings Industrial Development shall be serviced by 

both well (water) and “pump and haul” (sanitary sewer) until such time as additional lot 

development warrants the connection and use of urban water and sewer services. 

2. It is recognized that offsite levies are currently required by the Town of Millet for the 

development of additional facilities and capacity improvements to accommodate 

developing lands.  This project will be subject to those levies upon their requirement to 

connect, which is concurrent with any further subdivision.  Lastly, it is mutually 

recognized that the required services necessary to service a subdivision are not 

guaranteed by the Town of Millet until such time as payment is made to the purveyor. 

3. The shallow utilities (Electrical, Telephone, Cable, and Gas) will be located in the 

shallow utilities right of way in Range Road 244. 

 
4. Water servicing and/or storage will be sized such that fire protection will be provided to 

the satisfaction of the County of Wetaskiwin Fire Chief. 

 
5. Stormwater management facilities shall be constructed according to the Stormwater 

Management Study, found in Appendix A and to the policies described in this Section. 
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4.3 SITE DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES 
 
The Site Development Guidelines are outlined in current County bylaw in support of this ASP, 

and are included in Appendix D.  The guidelines will provide the following information for 

landowners: 

 

• Screening requirements 
 
 

• Planting requirements 
 
 

• Additional landscaping requirements 
 
 

• Signage requirements 
 
 

• Access requirements 
 
 

• Building requirements 
 
 

4.4    STORM WATER MANAGEMENT 
 
 

The   following   text   summarizes   the   relevant   findings   of   the   Stormwater Management 

Report completed by V3 Companies of Canada Ltd. and found in Appendix A that form the 

policies of this Area Structure Plan. 

 
a) Stormwater  management  for  this  site  will  be  conducted  utilizing  an overland 

drainage system. This will be accomplished by using ditches, culverts and 

drainage swales. Grading will be designed to direct  runoff  water  to the 

drainage swales or  ditches. These ditches will be used to convey water from 

the lots to the storm water management facilities. The layout of the overland flow 

system will be chosen to work closely with existing topography, as well as the 

future development layout. 

 

b) Any offsite stormwater management which will be affected or problem exacerbated 

as a direct result of this development shall be upgraded by the Developer at the 

Developer’s expense. 
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b)     One stormwater wet pond area is proposed for this project to collect and contain 

storm water during peak flows.  The storm water pond volume will be sized to 

contain a 100 year 24 hour storm. 

 

c) Boreholes drilled during the geotechnical site investigation on a nearby site did 

not reach groundwater level. This means that the groundwater level is likely lower 

than the 748.00 m contour. 

 
 

d) The SCS Method was used for determining the storm pond volume as well as 

the predevelopment flow rate. An SCS Type II distribution of the City of 

Edmonton’s Municipal Airport 24 hour, 1 in 100 year storm event was  used  as  

the  design  storm  event  for  pond  sizing.  Table 4.5.1 displays the analysis 

results. 
 
 

 
 

Table 4.5.1 – Pond Size Requirements 
 

 

Required 
Maximum Pond 

Volume (m3) 

Approximate 
Pond Surface 

Area with 
Freeboard (m2) 

20,622 30,881 

 
 
 

4.5 MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLY 
 

 
The proposed Area Structure Plan Amendment for the Pro-Pipe Holdings Industrial 

Development is designed to be serviced by the use of a well for the initial single-site 

development only.  Future subdivision will employ the Town of Millet domestic water supply.  

It is recognized that offsite levies are currently required by the Town of Millet for the 

development of additional facilities and capacity improvements to accommodate developing 

lands.  This project will be subject to those levies upon their requirement to connect, which is 

concurrent with any further subdivision.  Lastly, it is mutually recognized that the required 

services necessary to service a subdivision are not guaranteed by the Town of Millet until 

such time as payment is made to the purveyor. 
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4.6 MUNICIPAL SANITARY SERVICE 
 

 
The proposed Area Structure Plan Amendment for the Pro-Pipe Holdings Industrial Development 

is designed to be serviced by the use of an underground storage tank under a “pump and haul” 

scenario by the initial single-site development only.  Future subdivision will employ the Town of 

Millet municipal sanitary sewer system.  It is recognized that offsite levies are currently required 

by the Town of Millet for the development of additional facilities and capacity improvements to 

accommodate developing lands.  This project will be subject to those levies upon their 

requirement to connect, which is concurrent with any further subdivision.  Lastly, it is mutually 

recognized that the required services necessary to service a subdivision are not guaranteed by 

the Town of Millet until such time as payment is made to the purveyor. 

 

4.7 MUNICIPAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESERVE 
 

 
The proposed Pro-Pipe Holdings Industrial Development is a private site development that is 

pursuing this amendment because the current ownership does not, at this time, feel it is prudent 

to pursue a large-scale development, including the subdivision.  As such a municipal reserve 

will not be proposed until such time as the development action requires, by by-law, such a 

reserved area. 
 
 

The developer will utilize the landscaping, signage, fencing, and buffering guidelines 

recommended in the Millet Industrial Park Site Development Guidelines for these areas of 

Municipal Reserve.   Specifically, the buffering will include perimeter screening through the use 

of berming. 

 
4.8 PLAN ADMINISTRATION AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 

 
a)  Pursuant to the provisions of Section 633(1) of the Municipal Government Act, 1995, and 

associated public hearing, this Area Structure Plan Amendment shall be adopted by the 

County of Wetaskiwin as the Pro-Pipe Holdings Industrial Development Area Structure Plan 

Amendment. All development within the Pro-Pipe Holdings Industrial Development area shall 

be in accordance with the provisions and policies of this plan. 
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b)  Council may, from time to time, choose to amend this Area Structure Plan. 
 

As part of the amendment process, the required public hearing process will ensure that the 

continued input of the landowners and adjacent residents is considered. 

 
 

c)  The planning and engineering detail plans will be provided to the County and the County 

will provide the plans to both the County’s Engineering Consultants and the Town of Millet’s 

Engineering consultants for review and approval prior to any development.
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